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Hi there! I’m Dan Cady
Thoughtfully rebellious. Seriously witty.
I am a brand strategist and creative director.
I build brands that excite people. Drawing on 20 years of experience allows
me to look at the world in new ways. Using insights to create brand identity
systems and designed solutions. I also write clever content.
Thoughtful solutions that delight clients and get results - you know,
that sorta thing!
Sincerely,

DANIEL CADY

BRAND STRATEGIST
& CREATIVE PARTNER

Experience
The perfect partner for your brand - part coach (strategy), part pitchman (messaging), and
part creator (design). I have a distinguished track record for executing high-impact strategies
that become high-powered creative solutions.

Director of
Creative Services

Consultant - Brand Strategy
& Creative Design

Los Angeles Ca

Los Angeles Ca

2017 - 2021

2021 - PRESENT

Currently, I conspire with socially conscious entrepreneurs to develop brands for products
and services. I support hungry and savvy entrepreneurs - helping them make clear decisions
that change the game and shake things up.
Most recently, I led the creative services for the startup PeaTos — driving all consumer (online
and DTC) and B2B-focused execution, successfully navigating this young snack brand from
the ground up and through a crowded category to a $12.5 million valuation in 3 years.
Previously, as a creative leader for Etihad Airways in Abu Dhabi, I transformed global
customer touch-points into best-in-class guest experiences. At Alitalia in Rome, I built a fullservice in-house visual communications team to standardize branding & design across
Etihad's European portfolio of flagship airlines. At toy giant Mattel, I helped reimagine the
digital vision for HotWheels.com — catapulting the site to #2 on the Web for kids. I began
my career at Belkin Components, helping establish its first-ever in-house digital & interactive
department.
The bottom line — whether as an internal team member or external consultant, I am a force
for transformation. Passionate about brand and driving consumer-first organizations forward.

Senior Art Director Visual Comms & Brand Management

Senior Art Director Visual Comms & Brand Management

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Rome, Italy

2013 - 2017

2015 - 2016

Senior Designer - Multimedia

Art Director - Boys Online Media

Los Angeles Ca

Los Angeles Ca

1999 - 2001

2001 - 2007

Clients

WHAT I DO

Strategy meets Creativity
Building, creating, exploring, and crafting to achieve your goals.

Discovery

Strategy

Design

Digital
User-centered digital solutions connect
brands to users to deliver targeted
business objectives.

Content

Behavioral insights and culture create
opportunities to deliver value.

Building and transforming brands. Finding
and connecting the “Why”

Strategy leads to execution. Visual tools
(logotypes, logo marks, fonts, colors,
typography) tell stories and brands come
to life.

Short, sweet, and to the point. Witty when
called for. Provocative when need be. But
always telling stories that
inspire action.

DISCOVERY & RESEARCH

DEFINE GOALS & OBJECTIVES

CREATIVE DIRECTION

WEBSITE DESIGN / UX/UI

RESEARCH & POSITIONING

WORKSHOPS & AUDITS

BRAND ARCHITECTURE

ART DIRECTION

INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

VOICE & VERBAL IDENTITY

USER EXPERIENCE

NAMING

CONTENT CREATION

WIRE FRAMING / JOURNEY MAPPING

MESSAGING & GUIDELINES

BRAND ACTIVATION

VISUAL IDENTITY

CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

EMAIL & D2C

POSITIONING

PRINT & PACKAGING DESIGN

APPS - IOS / ANDROID

CONTENT STRATEGY

MARKETING CAMPAIGNS

DIGITAL ART DIRECTION

WEB APPS

COPYWRITING

WHAT ARE PEOPLE THINKING,
WORKING WITH ME?
(Testimonials)

DANIEL CADY

BRAND STRATEGIST
& CREATIVE PARTNER

“

Dan is a true talent. One of the few creatives who can balance artistic
integrity with a “get it done” attitude. A versatile marketer skilled at brand
development, design and communication. He excels at understanding
commercial objectives and delivering consistent content through multiple
mediums. Most of all, he is an excellent team member and leader. He is the
guy you can ALWAYS count on.

Marcus Seiden
VP Sales & Marketing
FRESH REALM

“

Dan is a unique creative thinker - he not only offers up solutions
that are amazing from a design standpoint but are also
functional for the business. He keeps things fun while meeting
deadlines and delivering fantastic results.

Tom McCraw

CFO
TILLAMOOK COUNTRY SMOKER

“

As a polymath who really understands how humans work, Dan is
someone who you want to bounce ideas off of and get new
ideas from. Our projects kept getting more interesting with
higher order thinking and new connections.

Corrine Casagrande
SVP STRATEGY
BROADBEAM MEDIA

“

Pro: Super-talented designer, a go-getter (his best attribute if you're a
producer), a guy who thinks out of the box, he's fast and consistent and
friendly and delivers what you want when you want it…
Con: Nothing!
If you're hiring, don't hesitate to contact me about Dan.

Keith Hosman

Best Selling Author / Horse Trainer / TV Producer

“

Under Dan's leadership, we turned a startup business into a major
competitor in the food and beverage space. Beyond that, he is a great
guy who gets extraordinary performance and loyalty from his team.

Kelsey Berryhill

Manager Business Development & Strategic Partnerships
SHIPPO

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT?
(Case Studies)

DANIEL CADY

BRAND STRATEGIST
& CREATIVE PARTNER

The following pages display case studies that
demonstrate my process; the way I think and address
challenges faced by brands like yours.

Case Studies

Challenges like brand identity design, brand strategy,
content creation, creative direction, copywriting,
package design, visual language and messaging.

Case Study

Brand Strategy/Refresh
Packaging & Product
Innovation
CLIENT
Portuguese Bend Distillery Long Beach CA

CHALLENGE
Suffering one existential crisis after
another, Portuguese Bend Distillery
launched in 2019 with the promise of the
first grain to glass distillery in Long Beach.
Struggling as they came out of a two-year
global pandemic, founder and spirit tzar
Simon Haxton approached me to craft a
more distinctive and premium brand story.
One focused on craftsmanship and
innovation. The results a higher class brand
experience for the makers of independent
spirit.

DELIVERABLES
Positioning, Strategy, Brand Architecture,
Brand Identity Design, Packaging Design

Strategy & Approach
BRAND AUDIT
Over a multi-day facilitated session, we
examined the organization to
understand our challenges and
opportunities. Getting clear on why they
bring their products and services to a
community. To enrich existing
connections and understand how to
create new ones.

DEFINING THE BRAND
Working with key team members
through a series of exercises we were
able to extract what it really means to
serve a refined cocktail. What “Craft”
means to the brand. And why being a
coastal brand in a diverse urban
landscape creates just enough grit to
give the end an edge, an elevated sense
of purpose to contribute to the
community from which it was born:
From Grain to Glass.
Born for the City. Made for the Coast.

Brand Refresh

REFINEMENTS IN ORDER
Revision an iconic emblem. Simon was
concerned about losing an essential
component of the brand story. So we
reworked it for legibility across scale and
application. Then we created a tiered
branded system, loyal to the core but with
extended impact across all touch-points.

Before

After

New Brand Program

EST

HAND CRAFTED
LONG BEACH CA

G R A I N TO G L A S S C R A F T D I ST I L L E RY
LONG BEACH CA

BOURBON

Strategy & Approach

GRAIN TO GLASS DISTILLERY
CREATING A VIBE ALL THEIR OWN

BOURBON

33.7° N, 118.3° W

BORN FOR THE CITY
MADE FOR THE COAST

GRAIN TO GLASS DISTILLERY
PortuguesBendDistillery.com

REBRANDING TO THE PRODUCT

CONTENT CREATION - BRAND STORY

Born from the Coast.
Made for the City.
100% California Malted

RYE WHISKEY
The California Coast is our home.
Dynamic weather conditions and
high-quality ingredients allow us to
reimagine classic recipes using
subtle innovations and our diverse
climate. The result - full-flavored,
robust whiskeys made for the love of
quality craft spirits.
Our 100% Rye Whiskey is a modern
expression of an American classic.
We use bold, dense, drought-tolerant
California Rye, meticulously craftmalted to capture every essence of
this hearty grain. Single batch
distilled, single barrel-aged in new
American White Oak, this rye is once
again emerging as the gold standard
for quality whiskey. Matured in our
1940’s era wooden warehouse,
utilizing naturally occurring
fluctuations of our coastal climate to
create an accelerated aging cycle.
Portuguese Bend 100% Rye Whiskey
- beautifully colored, full-flavored,
with a rich, spicy aroma and finish.

FINAL LABELS

Digital
THE BRIEF:
Changing the perception of the
brand on all platforms and touch
points. Moving from a product
and service oriented business to
one of quality and craft
experience.

HAND CRAFTED
LONG BEACH CA

New Gear
MERCHANDISE PROGRAM
We created a revamped merchandising
program to update for a seasonal push - the
goal, match the revenues from the previous
year. The challenge, we were in the middle
of a pandemic. We managed to sell enough
of this outstanding product to drive lift
through the bottle shop, ending the year
without taking revenue losses despite
significantly lower foot traffic.

Brand Extension /
New Product
Innovation
GRAY GHOST LIMITED EDITION PACKAGING / NFT
The Gray Ghost is an incredibly unique product and creation - it was pleasure to
have been asked to bring it to life. Working with Simon and a talented technical
team at Ibeji BlockChain Solutions - we created a highly collectible digital
packaging solution. With a run limited to 1500 bottles we built in a tamper proof
mechanism using NFC (Near Field Communication) technology.
The concept of the Gray Ghost plays all the way through the bottle, using a
unique die cut label to tell the story from the front of the bottle through the
interior of the bottle.
Additionally each bottle will be tokenized for collectibility - creating a unique
NFT release to increase the premium collectibility of the specialty craft recipe.

THE TALE OF Gray Ghost
SMALL BATCH RUM
This special recipe is small batch crafted by Portuguese
Bend Distillery off the shores of Long Beach California. Using
only the finest ingredients, this spirit comes around once in a
lifetime. If you catch it, you’ll experience a flavor so balanced
and refined it will haunt you once it is gone.
GOVERNMENT WARNING: (1) According to the Surgeon General, women should
not drink alcoholic beverages during pregnancy because of the risk of birth
defects. (2) Consumption of alcoholic beverages impairs your ability to
drive a car or operate machinery, and may cause health problems.
PORTUGUESEBENDDISSTILLING.COM
Net Content

750 ml

4.78”

4.78”
10.25”

SMALL BATCH RUM
750 ml
Contains

44%

Alc. by vol

88

Proof

FPO

.625”

Produced & Bottled by Portuguese Bend Distilling, LLC
300 The Promenade North Unit A-106 Long Beach, Ca 90802

Back

PORTUGUESEBENDDISSTILLING.COM

Front

THE TALE OF Gray Ghost
SMALL BATCH RUM
This special recipe is small batch crafted by Portuguese
Bend Distillery off the shores of Long Beach California. Using
only the finest ingredients, this spirit comes around once in a
lifetime. If you catch it, you’ll experience a flavor so balanced
and refined it will haunt you once it is gone.
GOVERNMENT WARNING: (1) According to the Surgeon General, women should
not drink alcoholic beverages during pregnancy because of the risk of birth
defects. (2) Consumption of alcoholic beverages impairs your ability to
drive a car or operate machinery, and may cause health problems.
PORTUGUESEBENDDISSTILLING.COM

Batch #

Bottle #

Net Content

750 ml

Brand Extension

Brand Extension /
New Product Design

PBD: CARRIED AWAY
READY-TO-DRINK BEVERAGES
To stimulate D2C sales, I helped to create a
branded line extension of ready-to-drink
craft cocktails. We workshopped a story to
extend the brand out into the world.
Centered around the idea of bringing
happy hour home and allowing get carried
away with a refreshing beverage we
created three whimsical cans.
The pilot program proved to be a great
success. Demonstrating new capabilities
for the distillery - the Bend was able to
promote RTDs as a service they could
provide to their growing network or
restaurant and community partners.

Try our signature ready-to-drink
craft cocktails. Designed right here
at PBD, using only the finest ingredients and our very own Portuguese
Bend rum, vodka, & gin.

Case Study

New Product Rollout
& Brand Refresh
CLIENT
Outstanding Foods

CHALLENGE
Outstanding Foods approached me to
support the new product launch leading
into a user-friendly rebrand including a
brightly colored pack refresh.
Working with CEO Bill Glasser and the
wildly talented in-house team, we moved
the brand from a suite of designed
elements to a cohesive brand voice.

DELIVERABLES
Positioning, Brand Architecture, Messaging,
Collateral Design, Brand Guidelines, Social
Media, Campaign

Strategy & Approach
BRAND AUDIT
Working extensively with the core
marketing team to understand the gaps
and opportunities to connect the brand
to the market. Outstanding was looking
for meaningful ways to stand outin a
crowded space.

BRAND GUIDELINES
Building with the in-house creative team we
created guidelines and principles to make
the new brand work across channels

Brand Refresh

A NEW LOOK
CLEAN. TASTY. OUTSTANDING.

Outstanding Foods had done extensive
work with an external agency. This resulted
in a bunch of designed elements with little
vision for how to apply them.
There was work to do to bring them all
together. To tell the whole story.

OUTSTANDING BY CHOICE!

Before

After

ART DIRECTION : PRODUCT PHOTOS

Campaigns
THE BRIEF:
Creating a vegan cheese ball takes a lot of, well, balls.
Outstanding Foods needed a series of ads that
emphasized that a dairy-free cheese ball is still a
cheese ball. It is equally as delicious as its
predecessor. It also delivers the nutrient-dense
formulation that makes Outstanding Foods a leader in
the better-for-you snack food category.

CONCEPTS:
Using idioms to visually demonstrate just
how huge and sensational the Outstanding
Cheese Ball is - we created ads to
showcase the product in a larger than life
format.
Comparing the product to whacky social
norms - like oddballs and cheeseballs using humor we demonstrated that the
Outstanding Cheese Ball is an Outstanding
Choice.

STYLE SCAPES & STORYBOARDS

SOCIAL MEDIA
STRATEGY

SOCIAL MEDIA
EXECUTION

COLLATERAL

CASTING: LIFESTYLE SHOOTS

Case Study

Brand Refresh
Sugar Free / Keto
Packaging Concepts
CLIENT
Tillamook Country Smoker

CHALLENGE
Tillamook Country Smoker has made top
quality beef jerky product for 40 years.
Recognized as a market leader with a
legacy fan base, but missing the
opportunity to win with new audiences. The
heritage brand recruited my services to
explore how they could possible introduce
a new product innovation and win a new
customers in the better-for- you space.

DELIVERABLES
Positioning, Strategy, Brand Architecture,
Packaging Design

Brand Refresh

NEW WORD MARK FEELS LIKE A NATURAL
EXPRESSION

ÇØ Ü Ñ T RÝ

SMØKËR

Tillamook Country Smoker has rich equity
in the look and feel of their current pack. A
powerful yellow and black color palette and
the iconic “branded T” make for a strong
heritage brand. The revised executions pull
those elements forward to create a look
that is up to date with a clean, more natural
layout.

Before

After
ÇØ Ü Ñ T RÝ

SMØKËR

Pack Refresh

Before
After

Pack Refresh

Campaigns

THE BRIEF:
Take a legacy brand and make it relevant
to a new younger audience

CONCEPTS:
What’s your beef with nature?
A series of visual ads showcasing young
people connect with nature on their
own terms - pioneering new paths,
finding their way and taking a healthier
approach to meat snacks.

04.30.2022

THANK YOU!
I look forward creating success together!

DANIEL CADY

BRAND STRATEGIST
& CREATIVE PARTNER

APPENDIX A - DIGITAL CASE STUDIES

DANIEL CADY

BRAND STRATEGIST
& CREATIVE PARTNER

14312 Carnell St
Whittier CA 90603
562 652 6793
danielpcady.com

Case Study
HotWheels.com
Took Hotwheels.com from your run-of-the-mill brochure site
into the premier online destination where kids could crash,
race, build and play with the latest and greatest Hot Wheels
toys.Creating a hub of content to celebrate Hot Wheels
fandom online.

Services

Impact

Design & Layout
Online Style Guide

Increased site ranking - #2 online destinations
for boys 5-12 years

UX / UI

Increased traffic +10x

Content Creation

Increased repeat purchases by 50%

Positioning
Brand Strategy

Increased customer loyalty

User Experience

Increased seasonal revenue at brick &mortar 45%

After

Before

The results a completely reimagined site designed for its appropriate target audience, — transforming it from a passive experience into a
destination that celebrated the brand’s core values of “play”, “fun”, and “excitement”. Resulting in tremendously sticky content that
catapulted the site into the #2 space on the web for boys 5-12.
Complete with implemented style guides to enhance the experience, connecting play patterns, storytelling, UX, game design, and call-toaction best practices — dramatically improving engagement, content stickiness, click-through, and time-on-site. At it’s peak we pushed
traffic from 30k to 1M users a month globally.

With the success of the Hot Wheels brand came the redesign of the entire online portfolio for boys online, including Matchbox and Tyco RC.

Case Study
PeaTos.com
Creating an attractive e-commerce experience for better-foryou CPG brand PeaTos. Building a data driven conversion
hub. Using influencers, social media and persuasive
marketing to grow engagement and followers, increasing
brand awareness and driving sales across channels resulting
in top-line growth and cultivating a net promoter score of 62
amongst snack fans in the U.S.
Services

Impact

Brand Strategy

Social Media followers increased +10x

UX / UI Creation

Sales increase 3x YoY

Design & Development

Traffic to site increased 65%

Content Strategy

Conversion rate ads 9%

CRO
Email and Social Media Marketing
Influencer and Persuasive Marketing

After

They Like Us.
They Really Like Us.

Let’s Connect:
@worldpeaspeatos

BEST NEW PRODUCT

AWARDS 2018

OUR STORY

Imagine a world in which hot dogs, and
pizza, and “junk-food” are good for you.
Sounds amazing, right!?
We at World Peas™ are trying to make
that dream a reality, through snacks
(somebody else do pizza please).
World Peas™ Brand is dedicated to making
great tasting snacks with substance. We
“Junk-Food” Taste. More Substance. No Compromise.

doesn’t mean we compromise on nutrition.

World Peas™ Brand Peatos™ are just the beginning of our mission to revolutionize the way
people view plant based “junk” snacks. Stay tuned and get your taste buds ready!

Before

APPENDIX B - WRITING SAMPLES
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Case Study

PeaTos &
UFC Champion
France Ngannou
CLIENT
PeaTos

CHALLENGE
PeaTos partnered with UFC heavyweight
title contender Francis Ngannou leading up
to his wildly anticipated championship
fight. To leverage the relationship, I worked
with the underdog brand to create a
sensational 30 sec spot to rollout on the
heals of his spectacular win. PeaTos hosted
a gala event / viewing party in Las Vegas to
celebrate the partnership.

DELIVERABLES
Positioning, Strategy, Messaging, Creative
Direction, Content Strategy, Copywriting.
Script Development

SPOT 3 - “KUMI-TASTE”

Writing Sample

INT. TRAINING LOCKER ROOM / RING
GORGEOUS SLOW MOTION SHOTS OF FRANCIS GETTING READY FOR A FIGHT
• Robe with name on it falls off reveals his back
• Raising head in frame and looking at camera
• Wrapping fists in white bandages (ALA The Movie Kickboxer)
• Shots of his biceps flexing and sweat flying off of them
• His fully wrapped fists landing in frame releasing more sweat into the air.
• Dipping wrapped hands into wax (ALA Kickboxer)
• Dipping hands into a box full of PeaTos Bags
• MS of Francis letting out an intimidating/terrifying scream as he raises his
hands into frame to reveal they have two bags of PeaTos attached to them.
CUT TO:
INT. OCTAGON RING - OPPOSITE SIDE
The camera zooms across the ring and ends in a MS of the Chester Cheetah
Mascot, who lowers his glasses and looks at Francis.
(In a dream world this very quick shot is of an Animated Royalty-Free Chester
Look-a-like)
CHESTER
(Bleeped Out)
Oh S#%t!.
CUT TO:
TITLE CARD: PeaTos “A New Champ Has Been Crowned”

WATCH THIS! (HINT CLICK THE IMAGE)

BTS

